
M A N I F E S T O

Bliss in
Business



Bliss 
  is 
   the 
 thread



Bliss is the thread
that leads us forward...

 
Not excitement or fame, money or thrills

Not the motivation to "to good" or "be nice"
 

Bliss - happiness at the deepest layer
Bliss - our essence at the core

Bliss - in touch with Truth
 

To get there is the substantial task:
 

The easiest and most challenging path of all.
 

Success is walking it:
Bringing depth to life
Soul to the surface 

Recognition of the Divine in all
 

Bliss blooming as we do
 

to be Yourself

expansion and awakening

In cycles

Layer by layer 



And business?

This is our framework of delivery:
To bring our Heaven to Earth
To weave matter and ether

To birth our Souls as we birth our projects

We pioneer and envision
 

Starting inside
 

Identifying our qualities
Clarifying our dreams and visions

Communicating authentically
Connecting hearts

 
We create with FULL permission

We meet JOY each time promoted
We remember our POWER regardless of circumstance

 
We liberate shadows and dissolve our own restrictions

We lean on trust instead of doubt
We give it all to receive it all

 
Not for the purpose of exchnage

 
 
 

as a gift to Life



We fulfil our task.
Knowing that to do so is our highest duty and achievement

 
In honour of the Earth, Nature, the Cosmos

 
We burn in devotion

unfurl our Soul scent
 

and bask in the BEAUTY ever present.
 

We savour that Humanity should live it's Divinity once more
 

Bliss
is

the
thread

 
that leads us forward...

 
Amidst the woven tapestry of Love that we belong to.

 

 
Gladly, we commit to: 

 



Applications open

A M A L A B L A C K . C O M

Bliss in 
Business
1:1 Bootcamp



Say hello to
authentic, joyful

creation! 

Applications open

Individualised to meet you where you're at - budding
new business owner or serious about reinventing
what's already built. We cover: products, pricing,

network, communication and sales.
 

This programme is busting with holistic business
acumen and tools to align and expand your soul

work.
 

Includes: 6 live 80 min 1:1 sessions plus accompanying,
recoded energy practices. Usually 2-3 months total.

Support at the energetic level
Breakthroughs about flow
Revamped inner structures
Your own gameplan for bliss

A M A L A B L A C K . C O M
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